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Abstract

The end goal of failure diagnosis is to locate the root cause. Prior root cause localization approaches almost all rely on statistical analysis. This paper proposes taking a different approach based on the observation that if we model an execution as a totally ordered sequence of instructions, then the root cause can be identified by the first instruction where the failure execution deviates from the non-failure execution that has the longest instruction sequence prefix in common with that of the failure execution. Thus, root cause analysis is transformed into a principled search problem to identify the non-failure execution with the longest common prefix. We present Kairux, a tool that does just that. It is, in most cases, capable of pinpointing the root cause of a failure in a distributed system, in a fully automated way. Kairux uses tests from the system’s rich unit test suite as building blocks to construct the non-failure execution that has the longest common prefix with the failure execution in order to locate the root cause. By evaluating Kairux on some of the most complex, real-world failures from HBase, HDFS, and ZooKeeper, we show that Kairux can accurately pinpoint each failure’s respective root cause.

CCS Concepts  • Computer systems organization → Reliability: • Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1 Introduction

Postmortem failure diagnosis is possibly the most critical yet time consuming software engineering task today. Studies have shown that the software industry is spending more than $100 billion on failure diagnosis [41], and programmers are spending over 50% of their time debugging [32]. The end goal for postmortem debugging is to locate the root cause of the failure, or the fault [26]. The root cause is the most basic reason for a failure which, if corrected, would have prevented the failure from occurring [47].

There are two major tasks towards locating the root cause: the first is to reconstruct a failure execution, and the second is to then find the actual cause of the failure. Reconstruction of failure executions has been well studied, and the trade-offs between comprehensiveness and intrusiveness are well understood. For example, deterministic replay tools [2, 3, 12, 14, 15, 29, 35, 36, 40, 42, 44] provide comprehensive execution traces, yet are heavily intrusive; tracing [5, 6, 17, 30] is less intrusive but provides a less comprehensive trace; non-intrusive approaches reconstruct partial execution traces from logs [50, 56–58], the core-dump [31, 52], and hardware support such as Intel PT [13, 25].

Reconstructing a failure execution path provides a critical first step towards identifying the root cause. However, identifying the cause for the failure from the failure execution path still often needs to be done manually today. It is a daunting task, as the number of events involved in the failure path is beyond the processing power of humans given the speed of today’s processors and the scale of today’s distributed systems. Even with tools that aim to reconstruct a minimal partial trace, the number of events involved is still large. For example, Pensieve [56] is able to reconstruct a minimal event chain that contains only the events that must have occurred to lead to the failure, yet this chain can still contain hundreds of events for a typical failure on today’s distributed systems.

Almost all existing approaches for fault localization use a probabilistic approach [7, 16, 24, 25, 27, 28]. They infer the
inflection point because from that point on, any subsequent instruction sequence that produced a failure must be prefixed (at least) with the same instruction sequence that produced the failure. 

We use the term “unit test” as used in many open source projects even though they include function tests, component tests, integration tests, etc. as well.
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Inflection Point Hypothesis, the inflection point of the failure is located at the first instruction in \( \sigma_f \) that differs from \( \sigma_p \), namely \( a=-1 \) in thread 1. Intuitively, it is clear there can be no valid, failure-free instruction sequence \( \sigma_v \) that has a longer common prefix with \( \sigma_f \): any sequence that includes \( a=-1 \) as the next instruction will form the same read-after-write dependency that leads to the failure, and any instruction sequence that has \( a=0; \) before \( a=-1 \) will have a shorter prefix in common with \( \sigma_f \).

This simple hypothesis is powerful. It transforms root cause analysis into a principled search problem. The root cause of the failure is identified by systematically searching for the valid non-failure instruction sequence \( \sigma_p \) that has the longest common prefix with the failure instruction sequence. This is a fundamentally different approach to root cause analysis as it suggests that the search for the root cause should start from the beginning of the execution. Conventional wisdom has it that the root cause is likely close to the failure, and as a result, many tools use a backward search strategy [13, 25, 43]. While these techniques can be effective in diagnosing many failures, their effectiveness is limited when the propagation from fault to the failure is long. Such failures are also the most difficult to debug.

The search for the inflection point (and hence the root cause), as described above, is clearly impractical since any real distributed system would have infinitely many valid instruction sequences that do not lead to failure. However, by carefully selecting non-failing instruction sequences, it is possible to heuristically search for the non-failing instruction sequence that has the longest prefix in common with the failed instruction sequence in a tractable way with a high success rate. We have designed and implemented a tool, Kairux, capable of locating the root causes of most distributed system failures in a fully automated manner. Kairux takes three inputs: (1) the steps to reproduce the failure, typically packaged in a unit test [56]; (2) the failure symptom; and (3) all the code’s unit tests. Kairux outputs: (1) the inflection point; (2) the non-failure instruction sequence \( \sigma_p \) having the longest common prefix with \( \sigma_f \); and (3) the steps needed to reproduce \( \sigma_p \) in the form of a unit test.

Following the Inflection Point Hypothesis, Kairux’s central task is to find \( \sigma_p \), the non-failure instruction sequence that has the longest common prefix. However, instead of trying to enumerate all possible failure-free sequences, Kairux only considers failure-free sequences obtained from the system’s existing unit tests1 and quickly discards all instruction sequences unrelated to the failure sequence. Real systems typically have a rich unit test suite [49]—many enforce a code commit policy whereby every code change must be accompanied either by a new unit test or by a change to an
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predicates (e.g., branch conditions or whether a function return value is 0) that have the strongest statistical correlation with the failure execution. While such approaches can be effective, the outcome is also fundamentally probabilistic. It also does not include the execution context that explains why the predicate has occurred, which is typically needed by developers to understand the root cause. In addition, certain bugs are notoriously difficult to track down using statistical approaches; in particular, recording the ordering of events that may lead to data races can become a combinatorial problem.

We propose a new approach towards identifying failure causes which is substantially different from previous approaches. It is based on the Inflection Point Hypothesis we introduce in this paper. Suppose we have a failure execution from which we extract an instruction sequence, \( \sigma_f \), that leads to the failure. We compare \( \sigma_f \) against every instruction sequence belonging to the set \( \Sigma \), of all failure-free instruction sequences that produce the correct result. We select the instruction sequence \( \sigma_p \) in \( \Sigma \) that has the longest common prefix with \( \sigma_f \). We define the inflection point of \( \sigma_f \) to be the earliest position in \( \sigma_f \) where \( \sigma_f \) and \( \sigma_p \) deviate. The hypothesis states that the instruction at the inflection point is the root cause of the failure. That point in \( \sigma_f \) is called an inflection point because from that point on, any subsequent execution path cannot possibly not fail.

As an abstract example, consider a failure caused by a read-after-write data race. Figure 1 depicts an execution \( \epsilon_f \), where thread 1 modifies \( a \) to be -1, ultimately triggering a failure in thread 0. Bugs like these are often notoriously difficult to debug, especially when there is a long propagation from the write \( (a=-1) \) to the read \( (i f(a\neq0)) \). The middle of the figure shows a possible instruction sequence, \( \sigma_f \), obtained from \( \epsilon_f \), that contains instructions from both threads. If we enumerate all possible instruction sequences obtained from all possible non-failure executions that produce correct results, and we compare each such sequence against \( \sigma_f \), then we should find one, \( \sigma_p \) (shown on the right of the figure), that has the longest common prefix with \( \sigma_f \). According to the
existing one. Consequently, as shown in Table 2, unit tests achieve high coverage. On average, 86% of the functions are covered by unit tests. Kairux applies a number of techniques in its attempt to construct $\sigma_p$ in a tractable way. First, it removes instructions from the sequences causally unrelated to the failure symptom. Therefore, it only operates on partially ordered sequences of instructions instead of totally ordered ones. It then separates target instruction sequences into separate subsequences belonging to different threads and initially processes each one independently. Kairux does this because (1) failures in real distributed systems typically require that multiple operations be triggered [49]; (2) each operation is typically processed by its own independent thread; and (3) in most cases, each unit test only exercises a few operations. Further, Kairux uses a heuristic to prioritize the unit tests most likely to have instruction sequences in common with the failure execution. When a test instruction sequence diverges from the failure sequence, Kairux attempts to modify the target unit test’s input parameters in an attempt to reduce the divergence. Finally, it splices together subsequences from multiple threads and multiple tests to construct $\sigma_p$. Details on Kairux’s design are provided in §4.

We evaluated Kairux on 10 randomly sampled real-world failures reported in Hadoop, HBase, and ZooKeeper. Kairux can accurately locate the root cause in 7 of them. Some of these failures are among the ones that are the most difficult to debug, such as data races.

This work has a number of limitations. First, Kairux can only locate the root cause if there is a deviation in the instruction sequence between the failure and non-failure executions. For some failures, a failure execution may produce the wrong output using the same sequence of instructions as a non-failure execution, and in that case Kairux will not be able to detect the root cause. However, we should point out that this does not mean that Kairux cannot detect failures caused by incorrect data-flow. Incorrect data-flow typically results in control-flow deviation as the data is used in branch conditions. In fact, the data race example in Figure 1 is caused by an incorrect data-flow. Second, Kairux only locates the root cause. It is still the developers’ responsibility to find a fix for the bug, which can be time-consuming in and of itself even after the failure has been diagnosed. Finally, Kairux requires the failure to be reproducible. However, as mentioned earlier, failure reproduction is well explored. For example, Pensieve [56] is capable of inferring the sequence of commands, packaged in a unit test, that can reproduce the failure by analyzing the log and program code. Many bug reporting systems such as the ones for Firefox and Chrome require the reporter to provide steps to reproduce the bug.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th># tests</th>
<th>class cov.</th>
<th>func. cov.</th>
<th>stmt. cov.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra 3.11.4</td>
<td>3,229</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
<td>76.8%</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS 3.1.2</td>
<td>7,846</td>
<td>87.7%</td>
<td>90.4%</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper 3.4.11</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>90.6%</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
<td>88.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number of unit tests and their coverage on three popular distributed systems.

2 Motivating Real-world Example

We use a real-world failure as a motivating example to explain the Inflection Point Hypothesis and how Kairux works. The specific real-world failure we consider is from HDFS: HDFS-10453 [22]. A user frequently observed that after a data node is decommissioned, (i) HDFS fails to replicate any data blocks that are under-replicated, (ii) HDFS outputs an exception log statement that complains there is not enough capacity on any data node, and (iii) the thread that is responsible for block replication, ReplicationMonitor, freezes. This failure was extremely difficult to debug, taking the user a month to track down the root cause [20, 21]; the user had to do multiple rounds of “printf-debugging”: instrumenting the system with new log-printing statements, waiting for the failure to occur, and then reading the log only to find it is necessary to add new log printing statements. When the user finally identified the root cause, he wrote a detailed blog post describing this frustrating debugging experience [21].

Figure 2 shows the simplified code snippet for HDFS-10453.

The symptom is at line 28, where the exception occurs and leads to the printing of an error log message (not shown in the figure). The loop above it at line 19 attempts to replicate an under-replicated block numNeeded times. It does so by randomly selecting a data node and replicating the block if the node’s capacity is larger than the size of the block. The exception occurs because the loop failed to replicate the block. Because this loop checks every data node in the system, it takes a long time to complete. In the meantime, the neededReplications queue quickly grows large, and it appears that the ReplicationMonitor thread freezes and stops replicating any under-replicated blocks.

Figure 3 shows part of the failure execution’s instruction sequence. Kairux is able to automatically identify the inflection point of this failure as line 5 according to the Inflection Point Hypothesis (and it would be able to do so whenever lines 33 and 34 are interleaved by line 5 in the execution sequence). The inflection point (line 5), its cause (data-flow from line 33), and its consequences (the branch condition at line 22 is not satisfied) are included in Kairux’s analysis.
/* ***** ReplicationMonitor thread ***** */
void replicateBlocks() {
    while (namesystem.isRunning()) {
        for (Block b : neededReplications) {
            chooseTarget(b.numReplicas,b.size);
            Thread.sleep(...);
        }
    }
}

void chooseTarget(int nReplicas,long bSize){
    if (nReplicas <= 1)
        chooseRemoteRack(nReplicas, bSize);
    else
        chooseRandom(nReplicas, bSize);
}

void chooseRandom(int nReplica,long blkSize){
    int numNeeded=REPLICATION_FACTOR-nReplica;
    while(numNeeded > 0) {
        // replicas needed
        node = chooseNextRandomNode(...);
        if (node == NULL) break; // Checked all
        if (blkSize <= node.capacity) {
            ... // replicate the block to this node
            numNeeded--;
        }
    }
    if (numNeeded > 0)
        throw new NotEnoughReplicasException();
}

// ******* DeleteBlock thread *********/
void deleteBlock(Block blk) {
    blk.size = Long.MAX_VALUE; // modified!
    neededReplications.remove(blk);
}

Figure 2. Simplified code snippet for HDFS-10453.

Thread 1: ReplicationMonitor Thread 2: DeleteBlock
33 blk.size = Long.MAX_VALUE;
5 chooseTarget(b.numReplicas, b.size)
... 22 if (blkSize <= node.capacity)
... 28 throw new NotEnoughReplicasException(); // Symptom

Figure 3. The root cause, highlighted in red, inferred by Kairux for the HDFS failure.

is larger than the size of the block (line 22), but since the block’s size is set to Long.MAX_VALUE, it can never find a data node with enough capacity.

3 The Inflection Point Hypothesis
3.1 Definitions and Assumptions

We consider an execution of a software system by a series of (API) input commands. We model the execution as a totally ordered instruction sequence obtained by interleaving the instructions executed by each thread, process, and node in the system, taking constraints from existing synchronization into account. We use total order of instructions in this section to simplify the definitions and explanations. Our tool, Kairux, operates only on a partially ordered instruction sequence obtained by dynamic slicing (§4.2). We say two executions are the same if they have the exact same instruction sequence. For a (reproduced) failure execution, we consider any instruction sequence obtained from the failed execution. For each non-failure execution, we consider (in theory) every possible interleaving as a separate instruction sequence.

We refer to an execution as being correct when, given a series of input commands, the execution produces results according to the system’s specification. When referring to “non-failure executions,” we always assume these executions are correct. The term “correct execution” is used more weakly in practice; for example, after fixing a bug having caused a failure, the term may be used to say that the execution no longer fails and still passes all of the unit tests. We generally assume the system under consideration has been reasonably well tested and that there exist non-failing unit tests for the system. We do so to avoid having to consider pathological cases that have no non-failure executions (such as programs that fail on the first instruction regardless of input).

The root cause of a failure is, intuitively, the condition that developers should correct. A number of studies have provided definitions for root cause [47, 51]. We adopt the one from Wilson et al. [47] as it is one of the most precise and widely adopted definitions [46]: “Root cause is that most basic reason for an undesirable condition or problem which, if eliminated or corrected, would have prevented it from existing or occurring.”

We now refine the definition to relate it to the context of computer systems. We first define root cause candidate:

Definition 1. A root cause candidate is the location of an instruction in the failure execution sequence where changing this instruction results in correct executions that avoid the associated failure.

A failure could have multiple root cause candidates. For example, a failure can be prevented by either disabling the software component that contains the underlying bug through a configuration change or fixing the bug itself. Therefore, the location of the first instruction that is executed in the
true branch of \( \text{if (ENABLED(X))} \) and the location of the instruction that corresponds to the bug are both root cause candidates of the failure.

The original definition of root cause further constrains the root cause to be the one that is the most basic. Fixing the bug is more basic than changing the configuration. Less formally, the root cause candidate that is located further down in the failure execution is more basic if changing it affects a smaller portion of the execution. This leads to our definition of \( \rho \)-cause:

**Definition 2.** The \( \rho \)-cause of a failure is the root cause candidate that has the longest distance from the first instruction of the failure execution.

Note that the \( \rho \)-cause of a failure may or may not be the root cause. Identifying the root cause is fundamentally a subjective exercise and it may even be ambiguous. For example, a system administrator or support engineer may argue that identifying the high-level configuration that can be used to disable the buggy software component is more meaningful. In comparison, \( \rho \)-cause is well-defined and unambiguous. In our experiment, we found that for all of the real-world failures where Kairux successfully identified the \( \rho \)-causes, the \( \rho \)-cause was the same as the root cause. However, in theory there can be cases where the root cause is not the \( \rho \)-cause. We discuss them in § 3.4 and show that even for the cases where the \( \rho \)-causes are not the root causes, the root cause can be easily identified once the \( \rho \)-cause is located.

We also assume \( \Sigma_v \neq \emptyset \) is the set of all possible non-failure instruction sequences that could be executed by the target system. Obviously \( \Sigma_v \) includes all the test run executions if the system has a perfectly thorough test suite (i.e., achieving 100% coverage in any testing coverage criteria).

Finally, we define inflection point:

**Definition 3.** The inflection point in execution \( \sigma_x \) when compared to execution \( \sigma_y \) is the location of the first instruction in \( \sigma_x \) that differs from the instruction at the same point in \( \sigma_y \).

### 3.2 Inflection Point Hypothesis

We can now formally introduce the Inflection Point Hypothesis. We first introduce a theorem.

**Theorem 1.** The \( \rho \)-cause of a failure execution \( \sigma_f \) is located at its inflection point when compared to the execution \( \sigma_p \), where \( \sigma_p \) is the execution in \( \Sigma_v \) that has the longest common prefix with \( \sigma_f \).

This theorem follows naturally from the definitions above. Consider an instruction sequence that leads to a failure, \( \sigma_f \), and its associated \( \sigma_p \in \Sigma_v \) which has the longest common prefix with \( \sigma_f \). We first note that by definition, there can be only one inflection point for the failure execution \( \sigma_f \). Let \( r \) be the inflection point and \( s \) be the \( \rho \)-cause. Clearly, \( r \) is a root cause candidate because we can change \( r \) in \( \sigma_f \) to be the instruction in \( \sigma_p \) so that it leads to a correct execution \( \sigma_p \) that avoids the failure. Then by Definition 2, the root cause candidate \( s \) must occur after or be equal to \( r \). However, it cannot be after because otherwise we would have found an instruction sequence with a longer common prefix. Therefore, \( r = s \).

**Inflection Point Hypothesis.** The root cause of a failure is located at its inflection point identified in Theorem 1.

In other words, the hypothesis states that the \( \rho \)-cause of a failure is the root cause. This is because Theorem 1 already states that the \( \rho \)-cause is located at the inflection point.

### 3.3 HDFS Failure Example Revisited

Referring back to Figures 2 and 3, the Inflection Point Hypothesis captures the root cause as line 5 because we will be able to find non-failure executions that overlap with the failure execution sequence \( \sigma_f = (\ldots, 33, 5, \ldots, 22, \ldots, 28) \) up to line 33, but not beyond. For example, there is a non-failure execution sequence \( \sigma_1 = (\ldots, 33, 34, 5, \ldots) \), which avoids a failure, because with line 34 ahead of line 5, the block will be removed from the shared neededReplications queue and line 5 does not lead to failure. Hence, line 5 is the point of inflection: there is no non-failure execution that has a longer overlap, because once line 5 is scheduled after line 33 (and before line 34), the failure is inevitable.

### 3.4 Caveats

For many failures, there are multiple root cause candidates. Picking the one root cause can be fundamentally subjective. Our definition of \( \rho \)-cause picks the one that comes last and that is what the Inflection Point Hypothesis identifies as the root cause. However, cases can be made that the other causes are better choices.

As an example, our hypothesis locates the root cause in the instruction sequence while, in some cases, one could argue that the root cause is a failure-inducing input. For example,
for failures that are caused by misconfigurations, the root cause should be the wrong configuration value. We note, however, that in this case, as long as the wrong configuration value is used in a branch condition, our methodology will identify the first instruction that is executed after this branch instruction as the location of the ρ-cause. The user can still pinpoint the wrong configuration from the variable used in the branch condition that resulted in the point of inflection.

Figure 4 shows a more subtle, contrived example that demonstrates ρ-cause may not always capture the underlying root cause. In this example, the failure execution is the same as the one in Figure 1. However, the difference is that now there can be a non-failure execution that overwrites a with 0 in thread 0 after thread 1 (the red thread) writes -1 to a. This non-failure execution will have a longer common prefix with the failure execution, so according to our definition, the ρ-cause is not the data race from the red thread that writes a = -1. Instead, the ρ-cause is at the instruction that took the place of the instruction that overwrites a back to 0. While one could argue that this indeed can be the root cause since the failure can be avoided by forcing the overwrite to occur in the original failure execution, it does not fix the underlying data race bug. However, the data race that is the root cause can be easily identified from understanding the inflection point (where a is not overwritten to 0 in the failure execution) and examining the data-flow of a.

Finally, a failure can have multiple underlying causes. A common example is a bug or a user misconfiguration that triggers an exception, and the exception handling logic has another bug. Many of the most catastrophic software failures had this pattern [37, 39]. Fixing any of the bugs could prevent the failure from occurring, but ideally all should be fixed. However, in these cases, our definition and hypothesis will only identify the last bug as the root cause, i.e., the bug in the error handling logic.

4 Design of Kairux
This section explains how Kairux works in general as well as how it works when applied to the HDFS failure (§2) in particular. We start by describing some of the challenges in turning the Inflection Point Hypothesis into a practical and tractable solution.

4.1 Challenges and Ideas
If the set of all possible non-failure instruction sequences Σf is available, then theoretically we could search for the sequence σp that has the longest common prefix with the failure sequence σf and locate the point of divergence as the root cause candidate. In practice, it is not possible to obtain Σf, for any reasonably complex system as there will be infinitely many non-failure executions. One approach we considered was symbolic execution which, in principle, can explore all possible execution paths [9, 52]; but we rejected this approach due to its difficulties in scaling to complex distributed systems [56].

Instead, Kairux uses the rich unit test suite that is an integral part of any real system to obtain a set of non-failure executions, and then uses the instruction sequences from test executions as building blocks to construct σp. As shown in Table 2 in §1, unit tests for distributed systems cover over 86% of the functions, so the functions in σp are likely to be exercised by the tests. In addition, Kairux uses only partial order instead of total order when comparing the common prefix between failure and non-failure instruction sequences; this is to eliminate the large number of possible instruction sequences caused by non-determinism.

However, in most cases, we will not be able to find a unit test with an instruction sequence that closely matches σf. For example, σf may involve multiple operations (like in the HDFS example), yet each unit test typically only exercises a few operations that are likely to be a subset of the required operations. Hence, it may be necessary to combine instruction sequences from multiple tests in order to construct σp.

As another example, a test execution σt may deviate from σf, yet the deviation could be oblivious to the root cause. Such a deviation may be caused by a configuration value, a different thread scheduling, or a different branch direction that is not related to the root cause. Hence, when σt deviates from σf at a point d, Kairux checks if the deviation is failure oblivious. It does so by modifying the test execution to make it take the same execution path as σf at d. If the modified test execution, σf, still does not lead to the failure, the deviation at d is failure oblivious, and we have constructed a non-failure execution σf that is closer to σf than σf. On the other hand, if after the modification σf results in failure, then d could be a root cause candidate.

4.2 Kairux Algorithm Overview
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm used by Kairux to identify the root cause candidate. The inputs to Kairux are: (1) the failure execution σf; (2) the unit test suite, and (3) the failure symptom, which is a point in the program execution. The symptom can be further associated with constraints, e.g., variable a must be less than 0 at this point. Only when the failure program point is reached, and the constraints are satisfied, will Kairux conclude that the failure has occurred. The output is the inflection point P and the non-failure execution’s instruction sequence sp that has the longest common prefix with σf. (sp is a subsequence of the instruction sequence σp.) Kairux also packages steps to reproduce sp and σp into a unit test. Initially, P is set to the location of the symptom and sp is set to empty.

Kairux first obtains the dynamic program slice s for of the failure symptom from σf on lines 2–4. A dynamic program slice of the symptom consists of the subsequence of instructions in σf on which the symptom is causally dependent [1, 45]. In other words, if the symptom occurs regardless of
Algorithm 1: Design of Kairux.

**Input:** $\sigma_f$: failure execution; unit tests; symptom

**Output:** $P$: inflection point; $s_p$: instruction sequence with longest prefix

1. $s_p = []; P = \text{symptom}$;
2. locations = static_slicing(symptom);
3. $s_f = \text{run_and_record}(\sigma_f, \text{locations})$;
4. $\overline{s_f} = \text{dynamic_slicing}(s_f, \text{symptom})$;
5. $(\overline{s_f}|t_0, \overline{s_f}|t_1, ..., \overline{s_f}|t_s) = \text{group_by_thread}(\overline{s_f})$;
6. thread_queue = $[(s_f|t_s, \text{symptom})]$;
7. while thread_queue# $\neq \emptyset$ do
8.   $(\overline{s_f}|t, pt) = \text{thread_queue.dequeue}();$
9.   $s_p|t = \emptyset$;
10. sorted_tests = sort_tests($\overline{s_f}|t, pt$);
11. foreach $u$ in the first N tests of sorted_tests do
12.   $s_u = \text{run_and_record}(u, \text{locations})$;
13.   $(s_u|t, \text{prefix}) = \text{compare_and_modify}(\overline{s_f}|t, s_u|t, u)$;
14.   if prefix.length $> s_p|t$.length then
15.     $s_p|t = s_u|t$;
16. end
17. end
18. $s_p = \text{merge}(s_p, s_p|t)$;
19. foreach read-after-write dependency $w|t' \rightarrow r|t$ do
20.   thread_queue.enqueue($(\overline{s_f}|t', w|t'));
21. end
22. end
23. $P = \text{find_deviation}(\overline{s_f}, s_p)$;

$s_f$: subsequence of $\sigma_f$ recorded at static slice locations

$\overline{s_f}$: dynamic slice of the failure execution

$(\overline{s_f}|t_0, \overline{s_f}|t_1, ..., \overline{s_f}|t_s)$: subsequence of $\overline{s_f}$ that is from thread $t$

$u$: a unit test

$s_u$: subsequence of $\sigma_u$ recorded at static slice locations

$(s_u|t, \text{prefix})$: subsequence of $s_u$ that is from thread $t$

$t_s$: the thread that contains the symptom

$s_p|t$: subsequence of $s_p$ that is from thread $t$

Table 3. Symbols used in Algorithm 1.
executed functions it has in common with the functions on the stack when the failure execution $\overline{f}|t$ reaches $pt$. In the HDFS failure example, three functions are on the stack when the symptom occurs: chooseRandom(), chooseTarget(), and replicateBlocks(). A unit test will be ranked highest if it executes all three functions.

We have found this simple ranking algorithm to be quite effective. It focuses on the most important functions leading to the symptom, yet allows tests with small deviations to still achieve a high rank. Kairux only analyzes the top $N$ ranked tests for performance reasons ($N = 100$ in our experiment).

For each highly ranked unit test, Kairux first runs it to obtain a trace $s_u$ (line 12), recording only those instructions that are in the failure’s static slice (obtained at line 2). Recording only the same instructions allows Kairux to compare the two instruction sequences $\overline{s}|t$ and $s_u|t$, where $s_u|t$ is the instruction subsequence in $s_u$ that belongs to thread $t$ (as $s_u$ might also contain multiple threads).

Given $\overline{s}|t$ and $s_u|t$, compare_and_modify() at line 13 compares the two instruction sequences to find their common prefix. It also tries to modify the test $u$ to produce a non-failure execution that has longer common prefix to $\overline{s}|t$ than $s_u|t$. We explain in §4.3 how this function works in detail. compare_and_modify() returns a tuple: a new instruction subsequence $s_u'|t$ obtained by modifying $u$, and the common prefix between $s_u'|t$ and $\overline{s}|t$. It also returns the modified unit test $u'$ that can reproduce $s_u'|t$ so that $u'$ can be used to compose the unit test that produces $s_p$. If the common prefix obtained by modifying $u$ is the longest at this point (line 14), Kairux then updates $s_p|t$ to be this prefix.

After analyzing the top $N$ unit tests, $s_p|t$ contains the non-failure instruction subsequence found with the longest prefix common with $\overline{s}|t$. Kairux then merges $s_p|t$ into $s_p$ to form a longer $s_p$ (line 18 in Algorithm 1). At the start, when $s_p$ is empty, $s_p$ simply becomes $s_p|t$. If $s_p$ already has instruction sequences from other threads, then Kairux merges the two instruction sequences by trying to follow the same interleaving as in the failure execution $\overline{s}|t$. Note that sometimes enforcing a particular interleaving will result in a failure, and Kairux then has to change the interleaving to produce a non-failure execution in $s_p$. In the HDFS example, after the first iteration of the while loop of Algorithm 1, $s_p$ will have the instruction sequence from the ReplicationMonitor thread (the sequence shown on the left in Figure 3). In the second iteration Kairux will further construct $s_p|t$ from the DeleteBlock thread. When merging this $s_p|t$ into $s_p$, Kairux finds that if it enforces the same interleaving from line 33 to line 5 as shown in Figure 3, the failure will occur, so that it has to schedule line 33 after line 5 to produce a non-failure execution $s_p$.

After analyzing thread $t'$’s instruction subsequence, Kairux checks to see if there is any data-flow dependency between $\overline{s}|t$ and another thread $t''$. If so, then the source write instruction of the data-flow $w|t'$ is already in the dynamic slice $\overline{s}|t$.

Kairux then adds the tuple $\langle \overline{s}|t', w|t' \rangle$ to thread_queue, and repeats the same analysis again on $\overline{s}|t'$. Eventually, Kairux will construct a non-failure execution $s_p$, and the inflection point $P$ will simply be the first point where $\overline{s}|t'$ deviates from $s_p$.

**Applying the algorithm on the HDFS example.** We now explain how Kairux works on the HDFS example in Figure 2. Kairux first constructs the dynamic slice $\overline{s}|t$. There are two threads, ReplicationMonitor and DeleteBlock, in $\overline{s}|t$, and Kairux separates $\overline{s}|t$ into two instruction subsequences. It first analyzes the $\overline{s}|t$ for ReplicationMonitor, because it contains the symptom, and finds there is a unit test testChangeColdRep that is ranked highest since it executes every function that is on the stack when the symptom occurs. The simplified code of the test is as follows:

```c
short replication_factor = 3;
createFile("/foo" replication_factor);
setReplication("/foo", 5);
/* Wait for the replication */
```

It first creates a file with replication factor set to 3. It then increases the factor to 5, which triggers the ReplicationMonitor thread to replicate this block. The test then waits for the replication to complete and asserts that there are indeed 5 replicas of this block.

Kairux’s compare_and_modify() finds that the $s_u|t$ of this unit test has a common prefix with $\overline{s}|t$ from the beginning to the branch at line 22 in Figure 2, where the two executions deviate. It cannot find a modification to this unit test to obtain a non-failure execution that has a longer common prefix, so the $s_u|t$ is the same as $s_u|t$.

Kairux then identifies a data-flow dependency between thread ReplicationMonitor and another thread (DeleteBlock): line 33 → line 5. It thus adds a new tuple $(\overline{s}|t', $ line 33) into thread_queue, where $t'$ is DeleteBlock. This time Kairux finds another test, testRemove, that executes DeleteBlock and matches every instruction in $\overline{s}|t'$, without the need for modification. When Kairux tries to merge $s_p|t'$, which contains instructions from DeleteBlock, with $s_p$, which contains instructions from ReplicationMonitor, it finds that enforcing the same interleaving from line 33 to line 5 will lead to failure. Therefore, the $s_p$ it produces has line 33 scheduled to be after line 5. Thus, the point where $s_p$ and $\overline{s}|t$ deviate is at line 5, which Kairux declares to be the inflection point and hence the root cause candidate. Kairux also produces a unit test:

```c
short replication_factor = 3;
createFile("/foo" replication_factor);
setReplication("/foo", 5);
deleteFile("/foo");
```

that can be used to reproduce the non-failure execution $s_p$. Note that $s_p$ also requires a particular interleaving among threads; such timing is further enforced by executing the unit
Algorithm 2: compare_and_modify.

Input: \( s_f | t, s_u | t, u \)
Output: \( s_{u'} | t, \) modified unit test

1 while true do
2 \((P_t, \text{prefix}) = \text{compare}(s_f | t, s_u | t)\);
3 \(u' = \text{modify}(P_t, u);\)
4 if \(u' \neq \emptyset \text{ AND } \sigma_{u'} \in \Sigma_v\) then
5 \(s_u | t = s_{u'} | t;\)
6 \(u = u';\)
7 end
8 else
9 break;
10 end
11 end

1 int a[3]={1,2,3};
2 while (i<n && i<3) {
3 void f (int n) {
4 sum += a[i];
5 g(i); i++;
6 } if (g(n)! = 0) 12 }
7 FAILURE; 13 if (sum < 3)
8 } 14 return -1;
9 int g(int n) { 15 return 0; 16 // end of f()}

Figure 5. A code example to help explain compare().

test on Kairux. Kairux will set breakpoints at corresponding instructions to control which instruction is scheduled first [56].

4.3 Compare and Modify

Algorithm 2 shows the logic of compare_and_modify(). It performs two tasks. First, it compares \( s_f | t \) and \( s_u | t \) to find the common prefix and identify the point \( P_t \) where they diverge. It then attempts to modify the unit test \( u \) to \( u' \), so that \( u' \) takes the same path as \( s_f | t \) at \( P_t \) but still represents a non-failure execution (i.e., \( \sigma_{u'} \in \Sigma_v \)). If it is successful, then \( P_t \) is failure oblivious and Kairux has constructed a new non-failure execution that has a longer common prefix. It continues to compare \( s_f | t \) with this new execution until it finds a divergence point that is not failure oblivious or the two sequences match.

Compare

Comparing \( s_f | t \) and \( s_u | t \) is complicated by the fact that \( s_f | t \) is a dynamic slice while \( s_u | t \) is a trace obtained by recording at every instruction in the static slice. We cannot perform dynamic slicing on \( s_u \) because it does not include the symptom. In addition, as we will explain later, the dynamic slice \( s_f \) may not actually contain the instruction that is the actual inflection point; but we can remedy this by using \( s_u \).

We explain the compare algorithm using the code example in Figure 5. The failure symptom is at line 5. Figure 6 shows two instruction sequences: \( s_f \), which is the dynamic slice obtained by issuing the API command \( f(1) \) and \( s_u \), which is the static slice obtained by issuing the command \( f(2) \). In this example, \( g() \) is invoked twice (lines 3 and 4); however, the symptom is only causally dependent on \( g() \)’s return value in its second invocation. Therefore, the instructions from \( g() \)’s first invocation are not in \( s_f \) as they are pruned out during dynamic slicing. In \( s_f \), the subsequence (7, 8, ...13) stems from the second invocation of \( g() \) at line 4. In \( s_u \), however, subsequence (7, 8, ...13) can be found twice; the first instance stems from the first invocation of \( g() \) and is included because \( s_u \) is obtained by recording the execution of every instruction in the static slice. Because of this, a naive lockstep comparison would conclude that the two sequences deviate at the second instruction, when in fact, the second instruction in \( s_f \) should be matched with \( s_u \)’s tenth instruction.

To address this, Kairux assigns each instruction in \( s_f | t \) and \( s_u | t \) to a context (Figure 6 shows the context of each instruction in \( s_f \) and \( s_u \)). The context of an instruction \( i \) is another instruction \( i' \) that occurred before \( i \) and is defined as follows. (1) If \( i \) is a function entry, then its context \( i' \) is the instruction that invoked the function. For example, the context of the instruction at line 7 in \( s_f \) is its invocation instruction at line 4. (2) If \( i \) is inside of a loop body, then its context \( i' \) is the loop guard instruction, i.e., the conditional jump instruction that controls whether to enter the loop. The context of the loop guard instruction itself, starting from the second iteration of the loop, is defined to be the same loop guard instruction from the previous loop iteration. This allows us to use context to precisely follow different iterations of the loop. For example, the context of the instruction at line 9 in \( s_f \) during the second iteration is line 9 in the first iteration. (3) Otherwise, \( i \)’s context is the function entry instruction of the function that contains \( i \). Note that in Figure 6, the second instruction in \( s_u \), 7, does not have a context because its invocation instruction at line 3 is not part of the static slice, thus it is not recorded in \( s_u \).

Given contexts, Kairux compares \( s_f | t \) and \( s_u | t \) as follows. At the beginning, the first instructions from \( s_f | t \) and \( s_u | t \) will be treated as matched (i.e., they are the function entry instruction of the thread \( t \)’s entry function, which is typically
run() for Java). Kairux then iterates through each instruction in \( \mathcal{T} | t \) and tries to find the next matching instruction in \( s_u | t \). Two instructions are treated as a match if and only if (1) they are from the same location in the program's byte code, and thus have the same opcode, and (2) their contexts match. This process stops when Kairux cannot find a matching instruction for \( i \) from \( \mathcal{T} | t \). For the example in Figure 6, the first 8 highlighted instructions in \( \mathcal{T} \) are matched with the 8 highlighted instructions from \( s_u \).

Kairux makes an exception to this algorithm when it comes to the handling of map loops [56]. Intuitively, a map loop is a loop where Kairux need not enforce that the number of iterations match when comparing \( \mathcal{T} | t \) and \( s_u | t \). For example, consider the while loop at line 3 in the HDFS example in Figure 2. The chooseTarget() within this loop gets called in different numbered iterations of this loop in \( \sigma_f \) and \( \sigma_u \). If we use the algorithm described above, Kairux would stop after detecting that the number of iterations of this while loop in \( \mathcal{T} | t \) and \( s_u | t \) are different. However, we should not be concerned with how many iterations of this loop have occurred before chooseTarget() is called.

More precisely, a loop \( L \) is considered a map loop if it does not have any instruction in its body that uses a variable value that has a loop-carried data dependency other than the loop index variable [56]. (With containers in Java, the loop index variable is the container index.) The while loop at line 3 in Figure 2 is a map loop because it does not have any instruction which uses a value that depends on previous iterations of this loop. Similarly, the for loop at line 4 is also a map loop because \( b \) has a loop-carried dependency only with the container index. However, the while loop in Figure 5 at line 9 is not a map loop because \( \text{sum} \) has a loop carried dependency of its value from the previous iteration.

During dynamic slicing, Kairux checks whether a loop is a map loop. If so, it only includes a single iteration of this loop (which is the one eventually leading to the failure). For the HDFS example in Figure 2, Kairux keeps only one iteration for both the while loop at line 3 and the for loop at line 4 that leads to the failure symptom. However, \( s_u | t \) includes instructions from each iteration of the map loops because we do not perform dynamic slicing on it. For each iteration of the map loop, Kairux will assign the context of its loop guard instruction to be the same as the context of the first loop guard, instead of the loop guard instruction from the previous iteration. This allows the instructions of the map loop in \( \mathcal{T} | t \) to match the instructions from any of the loop’s iterations in \( s_u | t \).

Finally, it is possible the dynamic slice \( \mathcal{T} \) does not include the actual inflection point. Consider the HDFS example in Figure 2. The dynamic program slice of the failure execution will not include the branch instruction at line 22, even though line 22 is executed and is included in the static slice. This is because in \( \sigma_f \), the symptom has a control dependency on if (numNeeded>0) on line 27, but numNeeded is never decremented at line 24, so the dynamic slice will not include line 22 (i.e., line 22 is only included in the dynamic slice if line 24 is executed). Consequently, the comparison concludes that line 28, the symptom, is the point where \( \mathcal{T} | t \) and \( s_u | t \) deviate, as every instruction up to line 27 can be matched.

Kairux solves this problem by noting that the missing instruction is included in \( s_u | t \), as it is just a static slice. After it finds the deviation point \( P_f \) when comparing \( \mathcal{T} | t \) and \( s_u | t \), it performs dynamic slicing on \( s_u | t \) (from the test execution) starting from the instruction before \( P_f \) to obtain its dynamic program slice \( s_u | t \). Then Kairux compares \( s_u | t \) with \( s_f | t \) using the same algorithm. (Recall that \( s_f | t \) is the static slice before dynamic slicing was performed.) Only, this time the comparison switches the roles of the failure and test instruction sequence: for each instruction in \( s_u | t \), it matches it to an instruction in \( s_f | t \). This comparison will return the point where the two subsequences deviate, \( P_f' \), along with the common prefix prefix'. Kairux then compares prefix' with prefix, the common prefix from the initial comparison, and checks if they are the same. If they are not, Kairux knows that the instructions in prefix' that are not in prefix are the ones that were pruned by dynamic slicing, and adds these instructions into \( \mathcal{T} | t \). This process may need to be repeated again because \( s_u | t \) may also be missing important instructions. It stops when the common prefix no longer changes.

For the HDFS example, after the first round of comparison between \( \mathcal{T} | t \) with \( s_u | t \), Kairux finds \( P_f \) to be at line 28. It takes the instruction before \( P_f \), which is the if statement at line 27, and performs dynamic slicing on \( s_u | t \) from this instruction to obtain \( s_u | t \), which will include lines 24 and 22. Kairux then compares \( s_u | t \) with \( s_f | t \). The common prefix, prefix', includes line 22, and the inflection point is the instruction after line 22. Kairux adds the new instructions in prefix', including line 22, into \( \mathcal{T} | t \), and concludes that the two subsequences deviate at the instruction after line 22.

**Modify.** After compare() identifies that \( \mathcal{T} | t \) and \( s_u | t \) deviate at \( P_f \), modify() checks whether \( P_f \) is failure oblivious. It does so by attempting to modify the unit test \( u \) to \( u' \), so that \( s_f | t \) has the same common prefix as \( s_u | t \) but takes the same path as \( \mathcal{T} | t \) at \( P_f \). If \( u' \) produces a non-failure execution, then we have constructed a new non-failure sequence that has a longer common prefix with \( \mathcal{T} | t \).

Consider the HDFS example again. If we do not consider the highest ranked unit test testChangeColdRep, the second highest ranked unit test is testReplication. This unit test can also be used to construct the same \( s_f | t \) as the one using testChangeColdRep. However, it needs to be modified. Its simplified code is as follows:

```java
short replication_factor = (short)1;
createFile ("/f", replication_factor);
setReplication ("/f", replication_factor+1);
/* Wait for the replication */
```
It first creates a file with replication factor set to 1. It then increases the replication factor to 2, which triggers replication of this block.

When comparing testReplication’s \( n_{\text{Replicas}} \) with \( \bar{f} \), it returns the point of deviation as the instruction after the branch at line 11 in Figure 2. The variable \( n_{\text{Replicas}} \) stores the number of replicas of this block. In \( s_u[t] \), it has the value 1 because only 1 replica is created, therefore it invokes chooseRemoteRack() that replicates the block on a data node on a different rack. However, in \( \bar{f} \), the block still has 2 replicas after the data node is decommissioned and they are located on different racks, therefore \( \bar{f} \) takes the path at line 14.

In modify(), Kairux first locates the branch condition \( c_f \) that \( s_u[t] \) should satisfy in order to take the same path as in \( \bar{f} \). In the HDFS example, \( c_f \) is \( n_{\text{Replicas}} > 1 \) at line 11. It then uses the same algorithm as in Pensieve [56] to modify the unit test \( u \) to \( u' \) so that (1) \( s_u[t] \) still has a common prefix with \( s_u[t] \) up to the instruction just before \( P_1 \), and (2) \( c_f \) is satisfied in \( s_u[t] \). Pensieve takes the failure log as input and constructs a unit test that can be used to reproduce the failure using a static analysis algorithm called the event chaining algorithm. However, the first attempt in the event chaining algorithm may not succeed: it may infer a unit test \( u_{\text{pensieve}} \) that does not lead to the desired failure. It refines \( u_{\text{pensieve}} \) by identifying the branch condition \( c_{\text{test}} \) in the unit test that leads to the deviation from the failure, negates it to \( \neg c_{\text{test}} \), and feeds this to a refinement step (§4 in [56]). The refinement step takes three inputs: (1) \( u_{\text{pensieve}} \), (2) the condition that should be satisfied (\( \neg c_{\text{test}} \)), and (3) the failure log. Kairux then uses the same event chaining algorithm to search for a modified unit test \( u'_{\text{pensieve}} \) that now satisfies \( \neg c_{\text{test}} \) that also produces the same log output (so that it reproduces the failure execution).

Kairux uses the same refinement algorithm as in Pensieve. The three inputs now are (1) \( u \) (testReplication in the HDFS example), (2) \( c_f \) \( n_{\text{Replicas}} > 1 \) at line 11 in HDFS, and (3) the instruction sequence of the common prefix. Because the instruction sequence in the common prefix provides a finer grained trace compared to the failure log, Pensieve’s analysis will be more efficient because it benefits from more detailed runtime information. In the HDFS example, we will be able to find that the condition \( n_{\text{Replicas}} > 1 \) can be satisfied if we increase the replication factor to be greater than 1 in createFile() of the unit test.

For each dynamic object used in each instruction, Kairux also assigns a unique tag using JVM TI. This allows Kairux to differentiate different runtime instances of the same source code object. The program controlling JVM TI is written in 2,961 lines of C++ code. We also wrote Python programs to parallelize the execution of unit tests. For HDFS, the system whose unit tests take the longest to run, we were able to reduce the time to run all unit tests from over 6 hours, when running sequentially on a regular file system, to less than 10 minutes, when running in parallel on tmpfs.

### 6 Experimental Evaluation

We answer the following questions in our experimental evaluation: (1) How effective is Kairux in locating the root cause of real-world failures? (2) Can Kairux locate the root cause of failures that are difficult to debug? (3) Why does Kairux fail to locate the root causes in some cases?

We evaluated Kairux on 10 real-world failures from HBase, HDFS, and ZooKeeper. One of them is the HDFS failure shown in Figure 2; we used it as a “training set” to guide the design of Kairux. The 9 remaining failures were randomly sampled from the benchmark used in Pensieve [56] and were not used in designing Kairux. We reproduced each failure using a series of commands packaged in a unit test. 7 out of these 10 bugs involve multiple nodes, and their unit test framework simulates a real environment by using threads and processes to simulate nodes.

#### 6.1 Overall Result

Table 4 shows how Kairux performed on the 10 real-world failure cases. Overall, Kairux can successfully locate the root cause in 70% cases. Note that determining the root cause of each failure is fundamentally subjective. One idea we had for objectively evaluating Kairux was to check whether the developers’ bug fix was indeed applied to the inflection point. Specifically, if we run the system after the bug fix with the same input and thread scheduling as in the failure execution \( \sigma_f \) to obtain the non-failure execution \( \sigma_c \), then we can compare where \( \sigma_f \) and \( \sigma_c \) diverge and check whether this divergence point is the same as the inflection point. This approach may be problematic in practice, however, because the divergence point may not be the actual root cause. For example, in the motivating HDFS example, at first, the developers avoided fixing the bug using proper synchronization (to prevent the data race) because it would incur undue overhead. Instead, they fixed the bug through a hack that allows the data race to occur but undoes its effect later. Only two years later did they change the fix to avoid the data race by using a copy of the block’s original size during replication.

Hence, we used our best effort to objectively determine the root cause of each failure and then examined whether it is located at the inflection point identified by Kairux. In 5 of the 7 failures where Kairux was successful, the inflection point
identified by Kairux is indeed the same as the divergence point; i.e., the fix was applied to the inflection point identified by Kairux. However, in the other 2 cases, the inflection point returned by Kairux locates the root cause, but the developers chose to fix the bug differently, as in the initial fix of the HDFS example.

Many of the failures in Table 4 are indeed complex. On average, there are 26,894 instructions in the static slice of a failure. The developers may need to examine this many instructions to debug the failure if they try to infer its path by analyzing the program code [45]. Similarly, $s_f$ has an average of 178,610 instructions. Our dynamic slicing can significantly reduce the number of instructions from $s_f$. This is because we only keep one iteration of the map loop. For these server applications, a vast majority of the loops are map loops as each iteration processes independent data (e.g., a block or a request). Even then, there are still an average of 309 instructions in $s_f$. Yet in 7 of the cases, Kairux can pinpoint the single instruction that is the root cause.

Many of the failures have a long propagation, as indicated by the large difference between the number of instructions in $s_f$ and the common prefix. This difference is the length of the fault propagation path from the root cause to the symptom. Furthermore, the propagation may span multiple threads in $s_f$. For 3 failures, Kairux needed multiple unit tests to construct $\sigma_p$. There are 3 cases where Kairux failed to locate the root cause. For ZooKeeper-1434, Kairux failed because of the lack of unit tests. The failure occurred in a command line utility (zkCli) that crashed when a user tried to start a non-existent znode. Although the failure is caused by a bug in the ZooKeeper server, there is no unit test for zkCli, so Kairux does not have a unit test to start its analysis. HDFS-4558 is similar. In the last case, HBase-4078, the symptom is outside of the HBase system (error state is on disk), so we cannot run Kairux with a symptom as starting point.

Kairux was able to finish the analysis in less than 32 minutes for each case. Obtaining the trace with JVM TI breakpoints takes about 3 minutes. Static analysis to obtain the static slice takes less than 1 minute. The rest is the time taken to run the inflection point detection algorithm.

**Discussions.** We observe two reasons for Kairux’s high accuracy on these real-world failures. First, the target systems are well tested. This is shown in Table 2. For example, HDFS’ tests achieve over 90% statement coverage. This means it is likely that there is a unit test that exercises the same path as the failure execution and only deviates at the root cause.

Second, the server systems we evaluated often do not have complex computation loops that contain complex loop-carried dependencies. This is evidenced by the relatively short length of Kairux’s dynamic slice. Loops with a complex loop-carried dependency could be difficult for Kairux to handle because its comparison would need to follow the precise number of iterations. Unless there is a unit test execution that deviates from the failure execution exactly at the root cause location, it would likely be difficult for Kairux to successfully modify the execution of such loops.

The unit test we used to reproduce each failure only includes operations that are causally related to the failure; there was no noise from operations unrelated to the failure. However, these causally-unrelated executions will not be considered by Kairux since it operates on the dynamic slice. Therefore, they will not affect the efficacy of Kairux.

To validate this, we reproduced the HDFS failure in § 2 using a realistic workload. We performed the reproduction on a cluster of 10 datanodes and introduced noise by running a client that generated a random write workload. We also intentionally introduced additional failure-related operations to modify the block that triggered the data race three times before the failure occurred. The result validates our analysis above. The failure-unrelated operations (i.e., the random writes on other blocks) do not affect Kairux’s analysis as they are pruned by dynamic slicing. The three additional write operations to the raced block were included in the dynamic

---

**Table 4.** Kairux’s result on real-world failures. The “Success” column shows whether Kairux can successfully locate the root cause. The next four columns show the number of instructions in the static slice, $s_f$, $\bar{s}_f$, and the common prefix in $\bar{s}_f$ for each case where Kairux is successful. The “# of tests” column shows the number of unit tests that is needed to construct $\sigma_p$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Success?</th>
<th>Static slice</th>
<th>$s_f$</th>
<th>$\bar{s}_f$</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th># of tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>3403</td>
<td>FSCK detects an error after region split fails</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>32,647</td>
<td>99,287</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3627</td>
<td>Region server crashes during region open operation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>15,483</td>
<td>15,691</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4078</td>
<td>A column family is lost due to an HDFS error</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>Temporary namenode outage brings down all DNs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>45,560</td>
<td>3,955</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4205</td>
<td>FSCK fails after creating a symbolic link</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>63,672</td>
<td>14,726</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4558</td>
<td>Load balancer fails to start</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10453</td>
<td>Fails to replicate block due to a race condition</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>13,470</td>
<td>85,644</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z.K</td>
<td>1434</td>
<td>Checking the status of a non-existent znode fails</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>Client gets disconnected sending a create request</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>15,134</td>
<td>1,016,143</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>Trying to truncate a deleted log file fails</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>13,221</td>
<td>14,828</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>26,894</td>
<td>178,610</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 split(A) // split region A into B and C
2 write B to HDFS
3 write B to META table
4 write C to HDFS
5 write C to META table
6 fsck()
7 regionInfo = read C from HDFS
8 if (regionInfo != NULL)
9 inMeta = read C from META
10 if (inMeta == NULL)
11 FAILURE

Figure 7. The HBase-3403 failure.

6.2 Case Study

We discuss another interesting failure example: HBase-3403. This failure represents a class of failures that are caused by a “missing event,” i.e., an event that should have taken place but did not, in contrast to failures caused by the occurrence of an anomalous event. Such failures are particularly difficult to debug because one cannot simply find the bug by searching through the failure’s execution path. For the same reason, missing events are difficult to detect using existing fault localization techniques.

Figure 7 shows this failure. It involves two threads: split and fsck. First, split() starts to split a region A into B and C. It does so in four steps: write B to HDFS, write B’s information to a META table, and then the same for C. However, the system crashes right after C is written to HDFS. When restarted, HBase performs fsck(). Because it finds C in HDFS (step 7 in Figure 7), it checks if C’s information is in the META table. However, because the system crashed before C’s information was written to META, fsck() cannot find it and therefore throws an exception at step 11. The failure is because step 5 did not occur.

Kairux infers that the inflection point is located after step 4. By inspecting σ_p, constructed by Kairux which contains step 5, a developer can clearly see that the root cause is that step 5 should have occurred. Kairux starts its analysis of the fsck thread, and by comparing with a unit test that performs fsck successfully, it finds the deviation point in the fsck thread to be at step 11. Kairux then follows the dataflow on regionInfo into the split() thread, and starts to compare with another unit test that splits a region. Initially Kairux will conclude that there is no deviation point when comparing \( \overline{s_f} \) | split with \( s_u \) | split, because step 5 is not in \( \overline{s_f} \) | split. However, Kairux will further attempt to patch the dynamic slice with the missing instructions. By performing dynamic slicing on \( s_u \) from step 10, Kairux is able to locate step 5 in \( \overline{s_f} \), and in another round of comparison it determines the inflection point is after step 4. Not only did Kairux accurately identify the root cause, it also provides the non-failure execution σ_p, which clearly tells the user the cause is because step 5 on C is missing. In fact, the HDFS example in Figure 2 is also an example of a missing event. Kairux infers that the deviation point in the ReplicationMonitor thread is the instruction after line 22, and when compared with σ_p, a user would understand that line 24 should have occurred but did not.

7 Related Work

Statistical fault localization: A large portion of fault localization research uses statistical debugging [7, 16, 24, 25, 27, 28, 33, 48]. For example, Liblit et al. [27] report branch conditions, function return values, and whether two variables are equal, and consider each predicate’s statistical correlation with the failure runs. Failure sketching [25] uses Intel-PT and hardware watchpoints to record control and data-flow. It uses a statistical method to rank the recorded predicates and presents the result to a user to decide whether the root cause was identified. Others use statistical approaches to learn the program invariant [8, 16, 38]; i.e., the predicates that should hold in a non-failure execution. A violation of an invariant in the failure execution is likely the root cause. Compared to statistical debugging, Kairux is analytical as it is based on analyzing a program’s control- and data-flow. As a result, for both the failure and non-failure executions, Kairux is able to produce highly simplified execution paths that contain the key control- and data-flow, as well as how they are matched, as a reference for developers to better understand the root cause. On the other hand, statistical debugging does not rely on the unit test suite and does not require the failure to be reproduced. Therefore, Kairux and statistical debugging are complementary to each other.

Delta debugging isolates failure-inducing input [55]. A user provides a failed unit test and a successful test. Delta debugging then systematically replaces input values of a failed test with the corresponding values in the successful test to isolate the smallest set of input values that cause the failure. A variant of delta debugging [53] uses a similar search algorithm to isolate the failure-inducing code changes in a program update that caused a failure. Cleve and Zeller further extended delta debugging [10, 54] to isolate failure-inducing program memory states. They compare the memory states at each point of the failure and non-failure executions, and modify the program states in the non-failure execution to derive the smallest set of memory states that, when modified, turns the non-failure execution into a failure one.

While Kairux uses a similar approach to modify execution states, the difference is substantial. First, delta debugging requires the user to provide a unit test that is similar to the failure, otherwise the result will not be meaningful, whereas Kairux automatically searches for it. In addition, failures on complex distributed systems require combining multiple unit tests. Third, Cleve and Zeller do not check whether the modified execution can indeed be reproduced by a series
of commands. Finally, Cleve and Zeller return a chain of multiple memory states as possible root causes, whereas Kairux only returns one inflection point.

**Other approaches that compare execution traces.** Triage [43] is able to record and replay executions using lightweight checkpointing. During replay, it builds a basic block vector that counts the number of appearances of each basic block for each failure and non-failure execution. Triage then finds the non-failure execution that has the most similar vector when compared against the vector of the failed execution. It returns the edit distance between two to help identify the root cause.

Given a set of non-failure executions, Guo et al. [19] find the one most similar to a failure execution. They report all the points where the two executions deviate as possible root causes. In contrast, Kairux is able to infer a single root cause. In addition, Kairux’s goal is not to find the most similar test execution, but instead to construct one. The search for the similar test execution is also different. Whenever there is a deviation, Kairux checks if the non-failure execution can be modified to take the same path as the failure execution, while Guo et al. [19] merely check whether there is a program point in the future where the two executions merge back.

X-ray [4] is a tool that diagnoses performance bugs. It compares a pair of slow and normal execution paths by extracting the longest common subsequence (LCS) from basic block traces. The basic blocks that are not in the LCS are considered diverging basic blocks. X-ray then attributes a performance cost to each diverging basic block and ranks them based on this performance cost. It is difficult to apply X-ray to correctness bugs because X-ray prunes failure-unrelated basic blocks by ranking their performance costs, which is unavailable in correctness bugs, whereas Kairux does so by using dynamic slicing. Similarly, it is also difficult to apply Kairux on performance bugs.

**Pensieve.** Pensieve [56] can construct a unit test that can be used to reproduce the production failure from the log. Pensieve and Kairux solve different problems, and they use fundamentally different techniques. Pensieve uses static program analysis to analyze the system’s byte code to reconstruct the failure path leading to the printing of the logs, whereas Kairux reconstructs the non-failure path \( \sigma_p \) using dynamic analysis on the execution traces. Kairux uses unit tests whereas Pensieve does not.

### 8 Concluding Remarks

This paper proposes Kairux, a tool that adopts a new approach to root cause localization. It is based on the Inflection Point Hypothesis, which states that the root cause is located at the first instruction where the failure execution deviates from the non-failure execution that has the longest instruction sequence prefix in common with that of the failure execution. This transforms root cause analysis into a principled search to identify the non-failure execution with the longest common prefix. By evaluating Kairux on real-world failures from distributed systems, we show that it can successfully pinpoint the root cause in 70% of the cases.
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